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There is a delightful play, at the heart of Hanno 
van Zyl’s work, between the traditional categories 
of fine art and the contemporary ideas of graphic 
design. With a seemingly innocent curiosity he 
dismantles traditional notions of Drawing, Still Life 
and Landscape to unmask a pointed critique of 
contemporary South African relations. 

Husk /hʌsk/ 1. noun. A dry or rough outer 
layer, especially when it is empty of its 
contents.

The Image is one of the key players in today’s 
contemporary brand of consumption and has 
been for some time. Van Zyl’s work explores the 
relationship between images of objects and social 
narratives. The role of the Image in contemporary 
consumerism was theorised by the Situationist 
International movement in the 1970s. Their 
Marxist aligned critiques of advanced Capitalism 
predominately criticised the Capitalist tendency 
to express and mediate social relations through 
objects and images, what Guy Debord (1967) 
famously called Society of the Spectacle. 

The Image not only mediates social relations in 
capitalism, it has also become a husk because it has 
become detached from any specific context. New 
technologies of image creation have aggravated 
this reality and collapsed the gap between images 
and objects. One does not need to go to Paris to 

see what the Mona Lisa looks like; one can see a 
reproduction of her on an apron, a cup or a scatter 
cushion.

It is in this playground of image-object and social 
relations that van Zyl constructs his narratives. 
His paired down aesthetic, devoid of colour and 
chiaroscuro tones, is a vocabulary of image-object 
narration. The objects and landscapes are grouped 
by the artist in ways that force the viewer to 
decipher an understanding based not on colour or 
form or scale, but on a particular social relation.

Van Zyl has essentially husked the image from 
its myriad socio-economic context through his 
visual articulation to articulate a particular critical 
investigation. The Image is husked but not released 
from context in the same way that the Mona 
Lisa image on the apron, the cup or the scatter 
cushion remains tied to a type of cultural capital 
based upon that original painting in Paris. This is 
a peculiar multiplicity of time and space indeed, 
it is also a powerful tool for narration as van Zyl 
explores. 

Husk /hʌsk/ 2. noun. (slang). A person 
who has no substance, personality, 
character or knowledge. An empty shell of 
a human.

At first, van Zyl’s work may appear to promote a 
completely dispassionate social gaze. Daily objects 

are loaded with cultural symbolisms of class, 
economic freedom, tradition and ideology. Van Zyl, 
through his pictorial pairing down of these objects, 
invites us to look past some of those associations 
to a particular criticism of a South African society 
characterized by social stratification, fear, economic 
disparity and violence. 

His hand-drawn works incorporate a slow working 
process of looking beyond the sheen and dazzle of 
the objects of success that capitalism surrounds 
us with. The machinery of Capitalism is a system 
South Africa clings to because it operates the only 
spaces we know how to live in. Its inherent social 
inequality – a very profound psychological and 
physical violence - is often excused. 

Van Zyl employs a far from dispassionate gaze at 
the status quo but a clear exposition of the links 
between labour, wealth and inequality in works like 
Minimum Wage, where a portrait of a particular 
South African can be conceived through the objects 
of labour. The inherent violence of slang terms like 
Two Step – a reference to the practice of putting 
chemical fertilizer into meat and sausages to poison 
pet dogs in wealthy suburbs so as to facilitate a 
robbery: the dog takes only two steps before it dies 
– is chilling. It strikes a curious visual chord with Hot 
Chips - the cheapest food found in Spaza shops. 

A subtle interplay between form and title open 
up much larger debates of meaning and context 
despite the apparent formal husking of the images 
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Two Step
2016

Brush, Ink & Silkscreen  Mono-print 
on Fabriano Eco

420 x 297 mm

themselves. Under van Zyl’s aesthetic we gaze 
repeatedly and fixedly at so called ‘disposable’ or 
‘low culture’ objects with a new understanding 
of their relational significance. This, he views, as 
a rich cultural playground for a graphic dialogue 
associated with a particular politic of place. 

Husk /hʌsk/ 3. noun. (Dutch slang). An 
extremely loose vagina, stretched by 
sexual practices.

As a designer turning to the art arena it is perhaps 
inevitable that van Zyl’s criticality also looks at the 
tension between the two disciplines. In art there 
resides a curious theology of the art object related 
to select market value construction. I am reminded 
here of the perceived threat of the printed bible on 
religion (the wrestling of power and control from 
select groups to the masses). Perhaps this is in 
operation here too between art and design. How 
to ascribe value in a ‘theological’ art structure as a 
designer working within the perceived ‘democracy’ 
of the reproducible image?

One can think here of the very nature of this 
publication in which I write this essay. Not only 
are van Zyl’s images on show within the particular 
space of the gallery, but also here in the printed 
book and online in various forums. 

The nature of reproduced images is that they seem 
less intimidating, less authoritative. One thinks little 

of trampling or discarding a commercially printed 
flier or newspaper. As such we have a particular 
relationship to the value of objects that expose 
the traces or aesthetic keys of reproducibility 
(the halftone dot grain or moire pattern of print 
misregistration) linked to ideas of multiplicity and 
accessibility. 

Van Zyl’s invocation of the reproducibility of 
images in his artworks is a conscious play on value 
construction in the fine art arena. His drawings are 
hand produced with a Silkscreened halftone dot 
grain (commissioned from master print-maker Wim 
Legrand of Black River Studios) upon hand masked 
areas of the works. Coupled with this are digital 
editions of hand-produced drawings. Playing with 
the apparent democracy of the reproducible image 
van Zyl seeks to create a sense of value based upon 
reproducibility rather than traditional ideas of 
object aura. 

Van Zyl characteristically takes objects associated 
with  “low culture” as the starting point for his 
artworks. In a development upon the genre of Still 
Life drawing and painting he uses the metaphorical 
potential of these objects. Spaces and consumer 
objects are typically received by use and perception 
associated with social habit. Van Zyl’s interest in 
objects and spaces overlooked by use and habit 
extends to the habitual disposability of the zine or 
flier. Indeed, nestled in the pages of this apparently 
“throwaway” printed catalogue is a signed Limited 
Edition print. 

For van Zyl, it is in the mass-produced, disposable 
objects of our culture, pervaded by a gaze so 
habitual as to render them invisible, that the 
violence of a social structure can be revealed.

by Natasha Norman
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Dala What You Must
2016
Brush, Ink & Silkscreen Mono-print 
on Fabriano Eco
420 x 297 mm

Dubai Was Lit
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Hot Chips
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Minimum Wage (Detail)
2016

Brush, Ink & Silkscreen Mono-print
on Canson Dessin C-grain

1400  x 1000 mm

Minimum Wage
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Dolphin
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Ocean View
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Caprice
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Bok Jol
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Biography

Hanno van Zyl is an artist, independent illustrator 
and designer working from the collaborative studio 
space, Only Today, in Cape Town. His work explores 
the overlooked narratives of everyday South 
African objects and spaces with an acutely critical 
eye. He is particularly influenced by his immediate 
environment: the little pieces of trash and rubble 
that gather in gutters, the trinkets found behind 
the till of spaza shops or the homely façade of a 
rundown inner city building. This, he views, as a rich 
cultural playground for a graphic dialogue. 

Van Zyl’s hand-drawn aesthetic is characterised 
by starkly rendered line drawings that invite 
a dispassionate gaze at the banal, thereby 
highlighting themes of social stratification, fear, 
economic disparity and violence. His pared down, 
black and white, brush and ink works also reference 
older 70s and 80s reproduction methods and 
shows the informed influence of a rich South 
African heritage of graphic art. His work is process- 
driven, timely and sophisticated, combining a study 
of Visual Communication Design at the University 
of Stellenbosch with an unwavering exploration of 
the societal underbelly. 

Exhibitions

2016 – Static, Black Koki Kalashnikov Gallery, 
Johannesburg; Turbine Art Fair, Salon91 booth, 
Johannesburg. 2015 – Speechless, Heidi Erdman 
Contemporary, Cape Town; Turbine Art Fair, 
Salon91 booth, Johannesburg. 2014 - Those who 
wander, Salon91 Gallery, Cape Town. 2013 - Biennale 
Internationale Design Saint-Etienne Vous voulez 
rire, curated by Benjimin Girard, Site Le Corbusier, 
Firminy.
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Dominoes; Mayopi; Keys; Dentures; ARV Drugs; Bulb; Mpepo; Bottle Neck; 
Patroon; Engagement Ring; Chicken Leg; Pepper Spray  
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